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              Quest 4.0 Adjustable Bed

            




  
    





              Enjoy substantial design with added features like lumbar support, active head tilt, and Relaxation Mode. Quest 4.0 is also integrated with Hello Ergo voice activation.
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              8” (3"+5") Tapered Stackable Legs (Set of 4)
            
          

            
              These 8” stackable tapered stackable legs are the perfect way to add a touch of modern style to your adjustable base.

Adjustable height: 3", 5" or 8"

Color: Black

Bolt size: M8

Includes: 1 Set of 4 Legs
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          10 million+ adjustable bases sold worldwide
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            10-year limited warranty
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            US Based - Call us at 1.888.550.3746
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            Payments starting at $164/mo for 12 months


          

        


    

  












    
      
        
          Sleep better with the benefits of Zero Gravity
Inspired by NASA's zero-gravity research, each Ergomotion adjustable bed is designed to help you find weightless relief right at home. More than just a cool feature, this built-in preset is the key to unlocking deeper sleep for more restorative wellness. With the touch of a button, you can enter zero gravity – quickly alleviating tension in the neck, lower back pain, joint pressure, and any swelling in the feet.



        

        
          
            
            
              
                
                

              
            

            
          

        

      

  














    
      
        
          
            
            
                    Hands-free voice activation

                  

                    
                      Ergomotion’s voice-activated Hello Ergo system gives Quest 4.0 the hands-free functionality you've been waiting for. Use voice commands or the full-featured wireless remote to adjust both the head and foot to your perfect position. And with elevated features like programmable presets, under-bed lighting, massage, and a pressure-relieving Zero G setting, Quest 4.0 can turn your bedroom into a work-from-home office or a get-away-from-work retreat.
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                Active Head Tilt

                
                
                  This comfortably clever feature nudges the uppermost part of your adjustable bedframe upward to support your neck, with no extra pillows required.
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                Lumbar Support

                
                
                  Enjoy exceptional lumbar support, easily adjusted with the push of a button or a spoken command.
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                Wall Saver

                
                
                  We like to think of this feature as a frustration saver — keeping your bedside table within reach as the rolling chassis adjusts to your perfect position.

                
              

            

            
            
          

        

      

      
        
          
          Convenience at the touch of a button

          
          
            A modern and stylish design makes this device the perfect go-to companion for all your favorite head and foot presets, or one-touch functions like Zero Gravity or a relaxing massage.
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              Head & Foot Articulation
            

          

          
            

            
              
                
                  
                  Head & Foot Articulation

                  
                  
                    Quest 4.0 offers the flexibility to elevate the head and/or foot of your adjustable bed to ease joint pain, reduce snoring, or simply relax with a book or movie.
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              Voice Control
            

          

          
            

            
              
                
                  
                  Voice Control

                  
                  
                    Simply speak your commands, and Quest 4.0 adjusts to help you relax, rest, or rise to face the day.
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              Dual USB Ports
            

          

          
            

            
              
                
                  
                  Dual USB Ports

                  
                  
                    Our sleek designs allow customers to charge their devices while keeping cords tucked away.
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              Wireless Remote + Flashlight
            

          

          
            

            
              
                
                  
                  Wireless Remote + Flashlight

                  
                  
                    Our nineteen-button wireless remote includes one-touch operation for some of our most popular settings. The flashlight illuminates the buttons, allowing for higher visibility in dark settings.
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              Relaxation Mode
            

          

          
            

            
              
                
                  
                  Relaxation Mode

                  
                  
                    Two low-noise sonic massage motors help you unwind in the comfort of your home. These powerful massage motors enhance circulation, muscle recovery, and meditation.
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              Two Programmable Presets
            

          

          
            

            
              
                
                  
                  Two Programmable Presets

                  
                  
                    Two of the buttons on your wireless remote are easily customizable to keep your favorite presets a touch away.
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              Under-bed Lighting
            

          

          
            

            
              
                
                  
                  Under-bed Lighting

                  
                  
                    Soft LED lights under your bed help guide you through the dark as your feet address the floor.
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              Active Head Tilt
            

          

          
            

            
              
                
                  
                  Active Head Tilt

                  
                  
                    This comfortably clever feature nudges the uppermost part of your mattress forward just enough to support your neck, with no extra pillows required.
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              Lumbar Support
            

          

          
            

            
              
                
                  
                  Lumbar Support

                  
                  
                    Enjoy exceptional lumbar support, easily adjusted with the push of a button or a spoken command.
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            Quest 4.0 Adjustable Bed

          
          
            Core benefits of Quest 4.0

          
        

      

      
          
            
              
                  
                    
                    

  
                    
                      
                      Transform the way you sleep

                      
                      
                        An Ergomotion adjustable bedframe is not limited to enhancing health and wellness. Each product is designed to deliver exceptional comfort, elevated sleep performance, and a rich sense of relaxation.

                      
                      
                      
                        Read more
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                      Enhance your health through innovation

                      
                      
                        Our products transform your bedroom into a foundation for holistic health – encouraging you to find balance, reduce ailments, and optimize sleep performance.

                      
                      
                      
                        Read more
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                      Adjust to amazing

                      
                      
                        It's time to finally break free from the traditional pain points of sleep. Night after night, you can enjoy the luxury of customized relaxation with unique features and presets designed to elevate your holistic wellness.

                      
                      
                      
                        Read more
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          The health benefits of your adjustable bed

        
        We've found that Ergomotion customers interact daily with their adjustable bed beyond just using it for sleep. Each Quest product becomes a relaxation zone, a reading nook, and a dedicated meditation center. But at the core of what Quest does best, its adjustable base technology helps improve overall sleep quality - enhancing REM sleep, alleviating joint pain, improving cardiovasular circulation, and enhancing muscle recovery.
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            Alleviate back pain
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            Improve circulation
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            Maximize REM sleep
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            Reduce snoring
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            Address acid reflux
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            Promote muscle recovery
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            Prevent swelling
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            Enhance mobility
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          Let us help you
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              Find us in store

              
              Want to check out our adjustable bases in person? Find a local store near you.
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              Call us

              
              Sometimes it’s just easier to talk it out. We’re here to help.



                  
                    1.888.550.3746
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              Product support

              
              Set up videos, FAQ’s and replacement parts. We’ve got you covered.
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      Explore other popular Quest products
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          Sign up for great promotions and good news

        

        
        
          

        

      

        1.888.550.3746
      

          
          Social Facebook
        
          
          Social Youtube
        
          
          Social Instagram
        
          
          Social Linkedin
        
          
          Social Tiktok
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